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TCMA To Purchase Deep and Punkin Caves
By Linda Palit, Geary Schindel, and George Veni

Deep Cave and Punkin Cave, two classic
Texas caves, are the first of what will hopefully be
the beginning of acquisition of many Texas cave
resources for Texas cavers. The Texas Cave Management Association (TCMA) will manage the caves
allowing as much access as possible by cavers with
the intent to provide long term protection to the cave
resource.
The Board has formed a Land Management
Committee to develop a management plan, not just
for the caves but for the property. The current owner
has not allowed access to the caves so the actual level
of use will need to be determined, but it appears to be
considerable. However, the property contains limited
facilities. There is not a septic system or water supply
on the property. These will need to be developed as
part of the long range operations of the property. In
addition, access to the property is across private lands
in which we have an access agreement. However, we
will also need to help maintain the road to the site. We
expect to have a number of caver/volunteer weekends
to help develop and maintain the property as well as
develop good relations with our neighbors.

Status of the Property Purchase

The purchase price of the land, cabin, and
caves is $128,800 for 225 acres and is the going rate
for land in the area. We have had some very generous
donations of funds to the project and they will help us
make the down payment. We are pursuing a loan to
See DEEP & PUNKIN on p. 4
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View from the Palit
by Linda Palit

Finally! TCMA has two significant caves
under contract for purchase, and I am thrilled! The
addition of Deep Cave and Punkin Cave (described
elsewhere in this issue of Passages) means that Texas cavers can begin to visit some of the classic Texas
caves that have been closed for many years. I ask
Texas Cavers, “Is this the cave conservation direction Texas Cavers want to support? Am I accurate
in believing that cavers want to own caves in our
state?” I will know when cavers express their support through their donations of money and labor.
Money is necessary to complete the purchase
of Punkin and Deep. The final price with closing
will be more than $130,000. This purchase will
require significant payments for many years; and
we must have the money to do this. How many
years depends on the contributions. A few people
have already stepped up, but it will take many more
donations to finish paying for this property. We are
creating an easy way to contribute through monthly
donations charged to your credit card or checking
account—more information about this is coming
soon. Cash donations are also welcomed. Every
membership dollar also supports this effort.
As TCMA pays for Punkin and Deep, we
hope to acquire more properties and make both classic and lesser-known Texas caves open for visitation
by Texas cavers. Paying for one piece of property
will mean we have the collateral to purchase more
caves. But we will only make those purchases if we
have the support of Texas Cavers.
Meanwhile, TCMA is entering into agreements to own and manage two other properties. One
is Ezell's Cave. Where did that come from? After
approaching us several years ago, The Nature Conservancy decided to transfer ownership of Ezell’s
Cave in Hays County to Texas Cave Management
Association. Ezell’s is unique in that it is a window to the Edwards Aquifer, and a premier site
for research on the aquifer. The Edwards Aquifer
Authority will hold a conservation easement on the
property, which means they have access, and are
charged with making certain that we do not sell the
property.

Texas Parks and Wildlife Department approached TCMA this winter concerning transfer
of ownership and management of the Godwin
Ranch Properties to TCMA. The caves on this
property contain endangered species. We would
also be responsible for being the Plan Operator
responsible for City of Austin Cave Preserves and
Godwin Ranch Preserve under the LAKELINE
MALL HABITAT CONSERVATION PLAN.
This acquisition comes with a modest endowment
to finance the conservation plan, which is in effect until 2022. The 106 acres of property will be
transferred to TCMA ownership.
Facing a new century of caving, many things
are uncertain. Will cavers face increased paperwork
and scrutiny in Mexico? Will Texas landowners
continue the trend of the last fifty years in making
classic caves “off limits” for caving? Will cavers
join together to purchase caves so there will be good
locations for caving in Texas, whatever other trends
develop?
Your answer to these questions will be
through your actions. You can help out! Not only are
monetary donations needed but so is your time. See
the box on page 4 or on the last page to see how you
can help. Together we can aquire important Texas
Caves- for the cave protection and for cavers.
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Ezell's Cave to be Transferred to TCMA
By Linda Palit
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The Texas Cave Management Association
Photo by George Veni
is accepting the transfer of the ownership of Ezell’s
Cave located in San Marcos, Hays County, from
The Nature Conservancy. The Nature Conservancy
approached TCMA last fall about accepting the cave;
they were looking for a conservation group that would
accept the cave and maintain conditions for protecting
the cave. The Nature Conservancy felt that though
Ezell’s was the first Nature Conservancy property in
Texas, it is not consistent with the current mission of
the organization because the small size of the acreage
involved.
Jon Cradit and Geary Schindel in the entrance of
The Edwards Aquifer Authority will hold a
Ezell’s Cave.
conservation easement on the cave, monitoring the
continued conservation of the property. This will
cave dwelling animal in the cave is the Texas blind
also allow the EAA access, which can facilitate data
salamander (Typhlomolge rathbuni). There are also
collection since the cave is large enough to allow at least 43 other species documented in the cave.
human access to the Edwards Aquifer
The surface of the property
Photo by Allen Cobb
water table. The cave is known to
of the Ezell’s Cave Nature Preserve
contain the Texas blind salamander,
is typical hill country with Ashe Junia species that is protected under the
per growing on the limestone outcrop
Federal Endangered Species Act, and
along the upper areas of the property.
a species that the Authority is required
There are Live Oaks scattered on the
to protect pursuant to a pending
property and a nice canopy covering
Habitat Conservation Plan (HCP).
the lower property where the soils are
Ezell’s Cave is registered as
deeper. Descending inside of the cave
The
Texas
Blind
Salamander
a National Natural Landmark with
about 78 feet below the grate is the
the National Park Service. It is a fissure cave in the water table of the Edwards Aquifer. Here the Texas
Edwards limestone of the Lower Cretaceous age,
Blind Salamander was first found and described. It
located in the Balcones fault zone. The most famous was for the protection of this federally listed endangered species the cave was purchased by the Nature
Photo by George Veni
Conservancy in 1967. The Texas Blind Salamander
was on the original U.S. Fish and Wildlife list for
protection under the Endangered Species Preservation Act of October 15, 1966. The water quality and
quantity is being monitored by a local caver, with
assistance from the Edwards Aquifer Authority and
The San Marcos River Foundation, to determine if the
salamander’s habitat is at risk of adversely changing
due to development in the areas that recharge and
contribute water that flows through the cave.
TCMA looks forward to completing the transfer of the property, and continuing to preserve the
cave, the habitat, and the land area of the preserve.
Jon Cradit in the main Lake Room of Ezell’s Cave.
Continued development around this area makes this
A staff gauge is mounted on the wall to measure
a critical task in the face of continued urban growth
water levels and an automatic water sampling
in San Marcos.
hose is coiled out of the water.
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cover the remaining amount of money
due. This is were the support of cavers
is necessary to make the purchase happen. The more money we raise in the
next few months, the less money we
have to borrow. In addition, we will
need a sustained source of income to
help meet the loan payments

History of Purchase

In the fall of 2002, the Texas
Cave Management Association’s,
Board of Directors created a Cave Several picturesque locations inside Deep Cave.
Acquisition Committee (CAC) to
pursue the purchase of caves for Texas cavers. While 225 acre tract is located in Carta Valley, approximatethe TCMA owns a number of caves in Texas, many
ly 30 miles southwest of Rock Springs in Edwards
of these have limited access because of endangered County, Texas. Deep and Punkin caves were the site
species issues or safety considerations.
of numerous caving expeditions in the early history
The CAC worked for a number of months
of Texas caving. However, these caves have had very
in evaluating leads of property containing caves. In
limited access for the last 20 years. In addition to the
some cases, the caves were located on large tracts that caves, the tract also contains a hunting cabin that can
were beyond the financial means of the TCMA, in be used as a field station/bunk house. The property
other cases, the caves were just not significant enough
contains a nice cover of cedar, oak, and pine as well
to warrant the asking price.
as grasses. The property appears to be prime habitat
In the late fall of 2003, Jerry Atkinson brought
for some endangered bird species.
the Deep and Punkin Cave tract to our attention. This

How Can I Help Support This Project?
1. Become a member of the TCMA for $15 per year.
2. Make a sizeable donation to the land acquisition fund. We have received gifts varying from individual donations of several dollars to grotto donations of several hundred
dollars to individual donations of one or more thousands of dollars.
3. We have also received a matching grant offer of $1 for every dollar donated up to
$10,000. This offer is time limited and extends from now to one week after the TSA
spring convention.
4. Become a sustaining member by joining our monthly donation program through our
credit card plan. We can charge your card on a monthly basis for amounts of $10 or
more.
5. Donate your time in helping to develop and maintain the property.
6. Discuss any ideas you have related to property management, maintenance, and fund
raising, to a board or committee member – get involved.
Information about becoming a member of the
If you have questions and would like more
TCMA can be found on the back page of this
information about how you can help please
issue. Donations to the cave acquisition fund
contact Linda Palit:
can be sent to: TCMA
(210) 699-1388
PO Box 202853
lkpalit@sbcglobal.net
Austin, TX 78720-2853
or any member of the TCMA Board.
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Deep Cave
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Deep Cave is one of the longer caves in
the state. More than one mile of passage has been
mapped and it is estimated that another 2 miles have
been explored. Deep Cave is relatively unique in that
the cave appears to have either a H2S or CO2 origin
and includes a number of very interesting formations
and features. Deep Cave is basically a horizontal
cave that is approximately 300 feet deep. The characteristics of the cave are more ramiform in nature,
not unlike Carlsbad Caverns and Lechuguilla Cave.

The Hunting Cabin

The property contains a small hunting cabin
that is in relatively good shape. However, it is in
need of maintenance to secure its long term use. The
cabin is serviced by electric, does have a sink, toilet,
and shower; however, there is no septic system and
water has to be hauled in.
With a short window of opportunity to close this
purchase, help is needed now. Only with generous
assistance can TCMA can acquire these two classic
Texas caves for the future use of Texas cavers.

Punkin Cave

Punkin Cave is a relatively large
diameter pit that drops 40 feet into one
of the largest rooms in Texas. The cave
is estimated to house 1⁄2 million Mexican
Free-Tail Bats ranking it 14th in size in the
state. This is larger than the more famous
colony located at Carlsbad Caverns, New
Mexico. This cave has a considerable
amount of passage off of the large room
and may connect to Deep Cave.
Photo by George Veni

The Hunting Cabin

Maps reproduced from The Caves and Karst of Texas, ed.
William Elliot & George Veni, 1994. Used with permission.
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Interview with the President of TCMA
By Aimee Beveridge

1.
Why cave conservation? Doesn’t it detract
from your caving?

Photo by Allen Cobb

I work with TCMA with
personal main goal of acquiring
caves for cavers to visit. That
I’ve never wanted to be
is easy to say, and difficult to
a “cave politician;” exploraaccomplish from my experition is my first love. And I am
ence. But it is what drew me
not tactful enough to be a good
to become involved in TCMA
politician. I say what I think
originally, and it is still a focus
even when it isn’t appropriate,
for me. I celebrate the contract
sometimes. But caving is one
coming through on Deep and
of my passions, and I’ve visited
Punkin caves, and shudder a bit
many caves that are not currently
thinking about the money that
accessible for visitation. Saving
must be donated and the process
caves so that new generations of
of making it all “work.” I believe
cavers can see them motivates
TCMA can do it with the support
me to accept a role in the cave
of Texas Cavers.
conservation community. Some
Other activities of TCMA are
of us “less new generations” of Linda Palit: President of TCMA
important achievements, whether
cavers want back in to visit some
it is education programs and visiof these caves also, and I want to see those caves
tation in TCMA caves such as Whirlpool Cave or
that were already closed when I began caving.
maintaining caves such as Robber Baron.
I am also pleased that we have acquired
2. You have been the President of the
Ezell’s Cave in Hays County and several endanTCMA for quite a number of years now.
gered-species caves in Bexar and Williamson CounWhat is your history with TCMA, and
ties. These are important sites, and it is important
how long have you been involved with
to manage them.
the organization?

After Camp Bullis approached TCMA about
management of its caves in late 1999, I was asked
to help write the contract that made that possible.
I did so, and ended up becoming a board member
and president in 2000. (I think.) I have an original TCMA life membership with the number 19,
(I think) and was involved off and on, minimally
through the years. My focused involvement did
not occur until the Bullis problem came up, and it
seemed an appropriate place to contribute what I
could.
3. What do you see as the most important endeavors that TCMA has achieved
in the last 5 years?

4. Some see the TCMA as an organization
that only restricts access to caves
as opposed to working to keep caves
available. What is TCMA’s stance on
that?

I regret that perception, but hope that Deep
and Punkin will just be the beginning of acquisitions
that will change this idea. TCMA is an organization
for cave conservation. Cave conservation does not
mean saving caves so that no body can see them.
Caves should be available for visitation, for education, and for maintenance of critical habitat and in
some cases to protect endangered species. Every
cave is not suitable for the same purposes. Some
of the endangered species caves can be visited such
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as Robber Baron Cave; but Robber Baron had an
unstable entrance that has turned into a huge hassle
to replace. I hope it is open again before this year
is over.
5. The role of TCMA appears to be ever
increasing in both the management and
the ownership of important caves of
Texas. Is there a role for interested
folks to play with regard to helping
TCMA with its mission?

TCMA welcomes membership; we need
people to join the organization, and make donations
of money and time. All donations are tax deductible.
The types of activities that we need help with include
monitoring caves, maintaining grounds, coordinating visitation, becoming familiar with caves to be
able to lead trips, maintaining mailing lists, working
on membership, coordinating donation drives, finding more property and exploring the possibilities for
acquisition.
6. Could you tell us about how the
purchase of the Punkin and Deep tracts
came about?

TCMA is purchasing Deep and Punkin Caves
because of good timing. They have been for sale
for some time, but other caves have been for sale
in the last few years. Deep and Punkin were still
on sale, and had not sold in the first year they were
offered. At the same time TCMA had reached an
organizational point where we were willing to take
on the challenge of purchasing a property that costs
over $100,000 (Gasp! It’s still scary). Negotiations
over purchase of the caves had some unforeseen
problems, but the land is under contract and should
be ours soon.
7.
Punkin and Deep are the first
classic Texas caves TCMA has acquired.
What do you think the future holds in
using those caves?

Two big caves and a large hunk of land open
possibilities for different activities on the property.
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First, we will want to finish surveying the caves so
there will be coordinated survey trips. There will
also be trips for cavers to just visit Deep and Punkin.
But with the land, other possibilities for meetings,
projects, or conventions exist. There is no running
water on the property, but water collection systems
might be built. At this point, there are many exciting possibilities, depending on support and caver
response.
7. How does the TCMA compare to other
karst conservancies across the country in terms of properties and donations?

TCMA is becoming a nationally significant
cave conservation organization. There are bigger organizations out there, but not many. As we continue
to grow, we’ll let those “big brother” organizations
explore possibilities and learn from what they have
already accomplished. The goal of TCMA is to be
a multi-faceted organization that protects the cave
environment in a multitude of ways.

Karst Conservancy Trying To Go
National
A Florida caver has established a conservancy for protecting karst nationwide. Bill Walker of
Ocala, Fla., is president of The Karst Conservancy.
In a prepared statement, he described the organization as “a new, non-profit conservancy dedicated to
the conservation of karst lands throughout the United
States.”
The Karst Conservancy was founded by
cavers, Walker said, but membership has expanded
to include the general public. Walker is listed as a
National Speleological Society member. “I’m really
excited about this organization and for the future of
karst conservation in this country,” he writes, adding
that he wants the group to be “world-class.”
“One of our initial goals is to get the word
out about TKC and about the threats to karst,” he
says. “The more people we involve in this organization, the larger and more effective we will ultimately
become.”
The web address is: www.karstconservancy.org
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Robber Baron Update
By Tom Brown

The ongoing restoration project at Robber Baron
Cave has been plagued with weather problems for
the past nine months. Due to the clay base and incline
of the access to the cave, conditions have to be dry
and near perfect. Even with all the difficulties, so
far we have managed to excavate over 250 yards of
various forms of fill. With an estimated 150 yards
to go, June 2004 is the target month to complete the
digging. Upon completion of the excavation, we can
then concentrate on gate building, trail building,
wall building, plant planting, and all the other things
involved with turning this property into an example
of how people, a big city and an endangered species
can share a small parcel of land in harmony. Many
thanks to all the volunteer efforts and professional
wisdom that have helped make this work, and for the
creation of a master plan to make a vision a reality.
San Antonio Water System is also getting involved
and with their assistance, the project should make
giant strides forward in the coming months.
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TCMA Cave Acquisition Fund
Receives Donation from
Texas Women Texas Caves
By Susan Souby

Making good on their statement, “We believe
that cavers make good cave owners,” Kate Walker and
Kathy Scanlon donated the proceeds from the 2003
Texas Women Texas Caves Calendar to the TCMA
Cave Acquisition Fund. Kate and Kathy presented
a check for $3,343.00 to President Linda Palit as the
highlight and grand finale of the TCMA meeting held
at the Texas Speleological Society Spring Convention
at Cascade Caverns on May 4, 2003.

Kate Walker and Kathy Scanlon present Linda Palit
with a check for TCMA's Cave Acquisition Fund
from the sale of the Texas Women, Texas Caves

Joe Ranzau completing the demolition of The Bunker
with a bobcat-powered hoe-ram on Feb 21, 2004.

David Calcote filling a landfill-bound trailer with dug,
dumped, chopped, and picked debris.

Kate and Kathy thanked all who worked on
the calendar: the models, photographers, cave owners/
managers, and many others who contributed to the
production of the calendar. The printing of 400 of
the calendars was all sold between November 2002
and the New Year 2003. The sales on line were to
cavers as far away as Belgium, Switzerland, France,
and Ireland. As TCMA Board member Kurt Menking
commented, “This was not only a great fund raising
project, but a wonderful way to promote communication with cavers around the world.”
President Linda voiced the heartfelt thanks
from TCMA for this substantial contribution and
promised to put it to good use. Kate and Kathy are
now publishing a new calendar for 2005 and will
again donate the proceeds to the Cave Acquisition
Fund. THANK YOU Kate and Kathy and all who
contribute not only to the calendar production but to
the purchase. Your dollars will go to the purchase of
caves for cavers.
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Report on Godwin Ranch
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Visited on Sunday March 28, with Peter Sprouse and Marco Jones
By Bill Russell

Summary: Management of
the Godwin Ranch property
does not appear to present serious financial problems. Some
of the boundary fencing is of
poor quality, but with repair, it
can be used until 2020.

the signs are not personal, but
are needed for liability protection. The fencing around
much of the tract is of good
quality. Along the south it
is old and in poor repair, but
a fence such as this can be
kept in use for many years
Report: On of the main queswith minor repairs. I would
tions regarding the managethink it unlikely that Parks
ment of the Godwin Ranch
and Wildlife will replace the
property is the maintenance
fence, though they might not
expense, so when Peter Peter Sprouse looking for Texcella reyeii in object to using Godwin Ranch
Sprouse offered to include Thor Cave, Williamson County. Thor is on funds for the replacement, but
me on a visit, I accepted. the Godwin Ranch Site.
the best course of action is just
The property is located on
to keep making occasional rethe Georgetown urban fringe, though much of the pairs. We are not keeping cattle on the property; we
western boundary is along the undeveloped Core of only need a boundary marker.
Engineers Lake Georgetown Property. The purpose
Several management ideas were developed
of this trip was to repair a fence that had been damduring the visit. These activities could increase the
aged during the clearing of a residential lot. The fence knowledge of the preserve, and improve the protecwas old and the adjacent work had broken some fence
tion given to critical habitat. Red Crevice has not
poles and dislodged the top wire. While Peter and been visited in several years. An annual biological
Marco were repairing the fence I walked the south
survey in this small cave would give additional inand west boundaries to check the genPhoto by Aimee Beverage formation on the condition of the karst.
eral condition of the fence. There are
One promising karst feature is reported
a few problems along the south fence.
to continue beyond a minor blockage,
Flooding has damaged the fence where
and Peter relates that Temples of Thor
it crosses a drainage, but the fence is
Cave has airflow that indicates the cave
still intact. Just east of the drainage
might extend to the west beyond the fill
a neighbor has cut hole in the fence
that blocks the entrance sink. If Fish
so that the baby deer could reach his
thinks it might be worthwhile, a small
feeder. He told me that to allow the
amount of work in these caves might
little deer to go hungry would be cruel,
uncover additional areas of endangered
and the half grown deer get caught in
species habitat, which can then be givthe fence while trying to cross. And
en additional protection. No material
just beyond the feeder is an unlocked
in any area inhabited by endangered
wire gate installed by the City of
species would be disturbed, and airGeorgetown to access their waterline
flow will be carefully controlled so as
right of way. This gate should not be
not to effect habitat areas. I noted one
a problem as it is between two houses
minor solution feature that should be
and not obvious. There is an absence
investigated, and there are likely othof signs along the boundary indicating
ers. The Godwin Ranch looks like an
No Trespassing-Nature Preserve. Peattractive management opportunity
Geoff Hoese observing the
ter plans to place some signs and has colorful decayed remains of that will utilize the strengths of the
talked with the neighbors to explain a raccoon inside Thor Cave. TCMA.
Photo by Aimee Beverage
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An Introduction to Biological Surveys of Cave Fauna
By Nathan Parker, John Worsfold. Gregg Geist, Cindy Lee Caurchik, and Leah Eller

Background
Urban development has been turning much
of the ranch land along the Balconies Fault Zone
into subdivisions. Many of these subdivisions have
large amounts of impervious cover (streets, houses,
driveways) that block rainwater infiltration. Cave
animals depend on this moisture to bring nutrients
into the deep underground and maintain the moist
cave environment. Streets and driveways also collect oil and other contamination and the “first flush”
runoff after a rain is frequently more polluting than
raw sewage. During subdivision construction, the
entire surface is altered, many sinkholes and cave
entrances are filled and much of the vegetation
removed and replaced with non-native species. In
addition, in order to maintain attractive yards many
residents use large amounts of pesticides and fertilizer that seeps into the underground. It is generally
considered that developments with more than 15 %
impervious cover will seriously degrade water quality.
By the early 1980’s it was evident to cave
biologists in the Austin Area that intense development would soon cover the entire range of several
species of cave adapted invertebrates. These species
were truly endangered because they only had a limited range and there entire range would be adversely
changed. So, cave biologists, the TCMA and other
organizations joined together to petition the US Fish
and Wildlife Department (Fish) for a formal listing
as an endangered species for seven cave adapted
species in the Austin and Georgetown area. They
picked species that had limited ranges and were
among the most endangered and these seven were
listed as endangered in 1988. There was opposition
to the listing from developers and others, especially
as the endangered species act states that any action
that may harm the listed species is forbidden, so
it was not clear to landowners what they could do
with their land. So Fish, with advice from George
Veni, developed a recovery plan that called for three
preserves in each “faunal area,” and once these were
established the provisions of the act were met. This
still left much confusion as to who would pay for and

establish these preserves. Travis County and the City
of Austin developed the Balcones Conservation Plan
(BCP) to purchase and manage the endangered species preserves in Travis County. Developers could
pay a fee to the plan, or they could negotiate their
own special permit. Unfortunately, for the cave species, most of the effort of the BCP is devoted to the
protection of endangered bird habitat.
Several other species were proposed for
listing, but as the listing was as much political as
biological, the additional species were not listed as
endangered, but as official “species of concern,” to
be protected along with the officially endangered
species. The protection given to species of concern
is essentially voluntary as there is no legal obligation to protect these species, but the City of Austin
and Travis County take seriously the obligation to
protect the species of concern.
Cavers, for the most part, were supportive
of the efforts to have the cave invertebrates listed
as most felt this would help save caves from being
filled and forgotten. Things have not work out quite
the way cavers envisioned. Many caves have been
saved from oblivion by the act, but the majority are
small and of little recreational potential. A small
industry has developed in performing karst surveys
to survey tracts of land in areas that might have
endangered species caves before development can
proceed. Any caves found are checked for endangered species, and if endangered species found the
cave will generally be preserved, and if a sufficient
area around the cave can not be set aside, mitigation
caves will have to be purchased elsewhere. This has
changes many landowner’s attitudes toward caves,
form a vaguely remembered place to dump trash to
a potential environmental hazard. As a result, some
ranchers closed their land to caving so that no one
will know about their caves, even in areas far removed from any potential endangered species. Other
cave owners have found their land values increased
as the cave makes the land worth more for mitigation
than development.
An increasing problem is that many karst
areas and caves, including some cavers would like
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to visit, are owned by governments or agencies with
very limited management resources. Fish is bureaucratic and understaffed, so there is little in the way
of management advise, except that Fish is concerned
about “incidental take,” the bugs that cavers inadvertently squash as they crawl through the cave. Thus,
many caves are in effect closed to cavers as there is
no one to supervise and no one wants a nasty letter
from Fish. The best strategy is for cavers to own or
manage the caves, and then they can deal with the
management problems, and this is where the TCMA
comes in.
One of the requirements for the caves protected under the Balcones Conservation Plan, as
well as most of the privately negotiated plans, is
that the caves have a biological inventory at frequent
intervals, generally in the spring and fall, but recommendations vary. The idea is that these surveys be
conducted at the same time of year and in the same
manner each time so as to provide an indication of
the health of the environment. Eventually these surveys will allow Fish to determine how the surface
changes are affecting the cave life, and also the most
effective size of a cave preserve. In the Austin area,
much of this vital data is collected by volunteers who
visit the caves and count the species.
Procedures
To make the results of the surveys as consistent as possible the idea is to survey with the same
number of people spending the same time searching
the same area at the same time of year. Yet even with
maximum care there is considerable variability in the
number of animals encountered. In caves that are
frequently visited for biological collections, it has
been found that at times only very few individuals
of sensitive species are found, while a day or so later
large numbers are again present. These changes are
likely due to small changes in relative humidity and
air circulation, which force the animals into cracks
and under rocks. This variability means that it takes
several years to document any population trend.
For most caves in the Austin area “Faunal
Areas” have been established that are regularly
searched by two to three persons for usually a half
an hour. For small caves the entire cave can be the
faunal area. In other caves it can be an individual
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room, or a moist area in an otherwise dry section
of the cave. The idea is to have a small area with
easily recognizable boundaries. In approaching
the area, the faunal area is described to those new
to the cave and then a quick sweep is made of the
entire area, as several species are fast and tend to
flee disturbance. Then the remaining time is spent
carefully checking each inch of the area, including
turning over each rock and checking the under side.
Many of the most significant species are quite small;
springtails (collembola), one of the more numerous
cave-adapted inhabitants, are about the size of the
“i” without the dot. And many of the truly rare species are small and only seen every few trips. Careful
notes are taken of all species seen, and the numbers
are entered on to the field copy of the species list.
Notes are also taken on the moisture conditions in
the cave, outside weather, and any unusual conditions noted, as which animals are found surrounding
a pile of raccoon scat.
While observing actual cave animals in the
cave is the best way to learn, a little study before the
cave trip can help. Google “karst invertebrate,” and
select the “Karst Invertebrates Fact Sheet,” from the
Texas and Parks and Wildlife (on the Illinois Natural
History Survey site). This will give you a nice pdf
of the pages so far completed of the Field Guide to
Texas Karst Invertebrates in preparation by Texas
Parks and Wildlife. Careful study should enable one
to identify beetles of the genus Rhadine. The local
south Austin Rhadine are a different species, Rhadine
austinica, but the genus is distinctive. Also check
out the page on cave crickets and learn to identify
the “ceiling crickets” and the “floor crickets.” And
most people (?) know the difference between spiders
and harvestmen, but if you don’t check the pages.
And then sign up for a karst survey, and whenever
you go to a cave keep a record of the species and
numbers seen. Biology can add a whole new dimension to caving.
For more information your may contact the authors
at the following email addresses:
Nathan Parker:
nateparker@mail.texas.edu
John Worsfold:
jpworsfold@madel.com
Gregg Geist:
iareth@io.com
Cindy Lee Caurchik:
caurchik@mail.utexas.edu
Leah Eller:
leller@mail.utexas.edu
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Ukrainian Caver’s Texas Visit Supported By Cave Conservancies
By Jay Jorden

The Texas Cave Management Association crawls. She was told she could probably get them
helped to host part of the 2003 visit of Ukrainian caver repaired more cheaply back in her home country, and
Tetyana "Tanya" Yermakova to the United States. The considered the damage to be a badge of honor!
Ukrainian described her weeklong visit to Texas and
Tanya, 27, has been involved in conservation
study of cave conservation efforts in the state as the efforts at Ukrainian caves and is a graduate of several
best part of her one and a half-month journey through
Crimea Vertical Caving Workshops. She has been
the States.
caving since the age of 12. Her experience includes
During the first week of November, Tanya
the vertical caves of the Crimean Peninsula in Ukraine,
visited Caverns of Sonora, Inner Space Caverns,
where she adapted well to the Petzl Bobbin and Stop
Whirlpool Cave, Beck’s Cave,
Photo by Jay Jordan to use with her Eastern EuropeanMarigold Pit and a number of
style Frog system. She also has a
other caves in the Austin-Cedar
great deal of survey experience,
Park area. She also played tourist
with a great deal of it accumulated
as Dallas-Fort Worth Grotto and
in the mapping of The "Giant
University of Texas cavers took
Gypsum" Ozernaya, the world's
her for a total of 1,400 miles
ninth longest cave.
through the state.
On some of UAYCEF's
The Ukrainian American
annual expeditions to Ukraine,
Youth
Caver
Exchange
Tanya served as the assistant
Foundation,
a
National
guide to Sergy Epifanov, the
Speleological Society Project,
President of Western Ukraine's
sponsored her visit as this year's
Ternopol-Podolsky Speleological
exchange visitor. She arrived in
Association. She also participated
the States on Oct. 5, returning to
in the NSS-sponsored 1991
Ukraine on Nov. 16.
expedition to Ukraine.
“Texas has been the best
Tanya and another Ukrainian
part of my trip and I don’t want to Ukrainian in Austin: Tanya gets some caver, Sergey Epifanov -winged company in Whirlpool Cave.
go back to New York,” Tanya said
president of the Ternopol caving
through her interpreter, Anatoly Kantor of New York, club which controls access to the ninth largest cave in
via cellular phone. “Caverns of Sonora was very, very the world, have discovered and mapped much of the
beautiful.”
122 km length of Ozernaja in the Ternopol region of
In the Texas capital, Tanya visited several Ukraine. Tanya often caves with him. One of her recent
caves as the host of TCMA. She went to the back
trips into Ozernaja was August of this year.
of Whirlpool Cave, which is owned by TCMA, and
She spent one week in West Virginia before
also visited other caves that have been under the
touring Washington, D.C. and then went to Florida for
conservancy’s supervision.
five days. There, she was the guest of Valeriy and Luda
With Carlsbad Caverns restoration camp
Rogoznikov in Sarasota, Fla. They are Ukrainians
veteran Dave “Cave” McClung of Austin handling
from Kiev who have become American citizens.
logistics, Tanya was able to visit a number of caverHer six-week tour of the states wrapped up
managed properties in Central Texas.
with a going-away party at the New York City-area
In Whirlpool, TCMA officer Julie Jenkins home of Anatoliy and Lydia Kantor.
accompanied Tanya to the end of the cave, which
Chris Nicola, founder of trip sponsor
has several thousand feet of passage and a number of UAYCEF, said Tanya’s visit was a tremendous success
digging leads. Tanya’s only discouragement occurred in bolstering international cultural exchange between
when she broke her glasses in one of the Austin area
Ukraine and the U.S.
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Date: Saturday, October 18, 2004 / Location: Gaas Ranch, Comal County

I.

Reports
A. Secretary: The minutes from May 4, 2003 were distributed.
B. Treasurer: Sue Schindel reports a balance of 22,675.38 with no accounts payable, but accounts receivable of about
$12k. We will get grant money for Robber Baron – we have $1300 credit for future and have spent about $1300 so far.
Linda and Sue have receipts to submit. Seven loads of dirt were moved on Friday costing $300.
C. Membership: Renewal letters have not been sent. We hope people will renew this weekend.
D. Robber Baron: Linda reports that another big dig day needed, then we will build a retaining wall of stacked blocks.
E. Austin: Bill Russell reports that we are out on Western Oaks until someone blinks. Lumberman’s is holding out on
money. There is a dispute over a pond and who will do the work on it. We are working on an MOU for blowing sink.
F. Passages: Joe Mitchell reports that he will try to do an issue this fall.
II. New Business
A. Ezell’s: Linda reports that we are going to be getting this cave including the species and water monitoring.
B. Land Acquisition: Geary Schindel reports that Punkin and Deep Caves are for sale. The asking price is $130k. A
previous offer of $120k was not accepted by the owner. The owner is an AC contractor in Houston. The property is located
just outside the town of Carta Valley. These are very good caves. Deep is over 1 mile long with much more to survey. The
land has a lot of cedar on the ridgetops. Access to the property is by county road all the way. Sue makes a motion to work
to aquire these caves which was seconded and approved.
Discussion about financing this purchase. Bullis contract is worth $50k/year for 3 years. We will definitely need to do
fundraising. Geary notes that SCCI bought Neversink then “sold” portions of the property to raise money. They leveraged
that purchase to buy 20+ more properties. It is felt that cavers will give a lot of support to purchases that will allow them
to go caving in that cave. In SCCI’s experience, you will have to actually buy the property before you can raise much
money.
Discussion about the management of these caves. The intent of these caves is to have them open for caving. However,
a management plan needs to be setup before purchase. It is noted that these are good caver caves and can handle the traffic.
Linda moves to authorize an expenditure of at least $125k (as first offer) but up to $135k for the cave acquisition committee
to attempt to purchase the property containing Deep and Punkin / Bill R. seconds – MOTION PASSED
Jerry Atkinson reports that we will probably have to remove the hunting cabin. It is not in great shape. Otherwise the
property is clean. Jerry notes that he could probably get $50k in funds from various individuals but they would probably
want partial ownership. Several options for this include undivided interests, units of ownership, or specific rights for each
owner. There needs to be a binding contract for all co-owners.
Sue suggests talking to SCCI to get fundraising ideas.
C. O-9 Well and Amazing Maze: Walter reports that he needs to determine if the attorney has received the counteroffer.
A number of changes were made that need to be discussed.
D. Silvermine Cave: Terry Holsinger reports on the availability of this cave for purchase. It is 700 acres and selling for
about $1000/acre. He is planning a visit for the near future. The cave and mines are on separate 200 acre plots but the buyer
must buy it all. Part of the property is a heavy equipment junkyard. The cave has 1.5km mapped and goes within 100m
of Powell’s – it is probably an upstream infeeder. It is a good cave for visitation. There are two interested parties but they
need to swap so it might be worthwhile. Terry states that he will be visiting it in the next few weeks. One potential source
of income is through hunting leases. There are other potential arrangements here such as Mr. Powell possibly selling his
cave to lose the liability.
E. Creation of Fundraising Committee: Sue Schindel, Jay Jorden, and Joe Mitchell are appointed to it.
III. General Communications
A. Meeting Site Grants: Jay reports on the availability of a meeting site near Dallas for 501c3’s. It is a grant and if
approved you get food and conference center for a weekend. Sue makes a motion to apply for this grant which is seconded
and approved.
B. Online voting: Linda requests that everyone be sure to vote one way or the other when an email request for vote is
made. People should not get bogged down in discussion but submit their votes. By consensus the Board agrees to redouble
their efforts to be prompt in this.
C. Board Terms: Linda notes that Sue, Walter, and Aimee’s terms are expiring. We will need a motion at the general
members meeting tomorrow to renew their terms. Discussion about how the Board selects officers – they don’t have to be
on the Board. Eleven members is the maximum board size – currently 9.
D. Financial Discussion: It is felt that money dedicated to cave acquisition should be a separate line item on budget.
Discussion about need for a more detailed budget. We need to project what we will require. Sue notes that first we need to
determine past 12 months income/expenses. This will be a job for the Finance Committee. It is noted that all legal work
has been done pro-bono so far but we need to document for future expenses – track in-kind income. Linda requests that
everyone record all volunteer hours.
E. T-Shirts: We have new T-shirts. Sue makes a motion is made to give out the T-shirts for free to all $25 or more donors
to the cave acquisition fund rather than selling them. The motion is seconded and approved.
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Date: Sunday, January 25, 2004 / Location: Home of Geary and Sue Schindel in San Antonio
I.

Election of Officers for 2004
Nominations of Linda Palit for President, Joe Mitchell for Recording Secretary, and Julie Jenkins nominated for Vice
President. Nominations approved by acclimation.
II. Old Business
A. Web Pages: Joe Ranzau volunteers to maintain a basic site with periodic updates every 6 months.
B. Robber Baron: Linda states that this has turned into a gigantic project but we are making progress. Tom Brown, who
has been doing a lot of the earth moving work along with Joe Ranzau, reports that they have moved 450 yards so far and
dropped the level of the sinkhole to 1 foot below the bunker. The next trip will be the bunker-busting day. He estimates
that 150 yards remain and they will end up doing a bucket brigade before its done. Linda reports that Vivian Loftan is
preparing plans to make the sinkhole rim safer with the addition of a railing and that so far the statements made by those
in the neighborhood have been positive. There was some discussion about safety around the sinkhole but it was noted that
it has been accessible for years and that we are attempting to take all reasonable precautions.
C. Marshal’s Caves: Sue Schindel reports that there is $5000 in back property taxes due from delinquencies from the
previous owners and for taxes accumulated while under the possession of the US Marshal Service. An appeal was made
to the Bexar County Tax Assessor Office, but was rejected. We must pay or loose the property. Some discussion ensued
about the value of the property and the possibility for using it as an investment for the future. It was noted that the land is
likely worth about $20-25,000 on the real estate market and that we could place a conservation easement on portions of
the property if we wished to sell to protect the caves. Linda noted that there are known and listed endangered species in
these caves. Kurt Menking noted that in the future the taxes can be greatly reduced to a $100 valuation and $3/year tax
with minimal effort. Kurt made a motion to pay the past property taxes, which was seconded and approved.
III. Old Business
A. Deep Water Cave: The property taxes on this land have been updated and are no longer delinquent and Kurt has been
trying to contact the owner without success.
B. Deep and Punkin Cave Property: Geary Schindel states that there is a discrepancy in the property description but
he has been assured that if we purchase the property we will get the portion with the caves and with 225 acres. The selling
price is still $125,000. Geary is attempting to locate a surveyor that can use a GPS to avoid having to cut survey lines. Linda
stated that there are individuals who are willing to donate significant sums toward the property purchase if TCMA moves
forward. Considerable discussion ensued about fundraising, access privileges and management of the property. It was noted
that in other situations such as with the SCCI, it was easier to raise funds after purchase than before. Concerns were voiced
about the considerable financial risk involved in making this purchase without the funds in place. It was noted that TCMA
does have the advantage of a sizable regular income from the Bullis contract. Bill Russell made a motion to reaffirm our
interest in purchase of the property, which was seconded and passed. A motion was made to form an Acquisition Committee to examine the property, and then make the decisions required to move forward with the purchase including locating a
surveyor and placing an option on the property for purchase in order to examine the title and deal with other legal issues.
The committee was formed with Geary Schindel, Aimee Beverage, and Bill Russell appointed as members. A management
plan committee consisting of Bill Russell, Julie Jenkins, Geary Schindel and Joe Mitchell was formed and tasked to establish
a preliminary access/management plan for the caves within two weeks.
C. Austin Caves Report: Bill Russell reports that the lock on the Whirlpool Cave property was broken but has been
replaced. There was no damage to the cave. Lost Oasis has seen little use lately except a biology class. 850 people visited
Whirlpool this past year though. There will be a discussion with the main user groups. Bill and Julie are the main contacts
and Julie maintains the visitation calendar. It was proposed that there should be grotto trips to these caves and that an access
plan should be posted on the web site with contact links (not actual email addresses).
D. O9 Well and Amazing Maze: Walter Feaster and Jay Jorden are still actively working on this.
IV. New Business
A. TSA MOA: Joe Ranzau reports that TSA would like to set up and MOA with TCMA. The benefits to TCMA would
be access to TSA member lists and discussions about joint use of the TSA land fund (which has about $10K). There would
also be the benefit of joint advertising. The TSA would like to approve this by Spring Convention.
B. NCRC Letter: NCRC would like a cave database for Austin. The consensus is that if they make an agreement with
us, we can provide the information.
C. Promotion: Joann proposes that TCMA have a booth at Viva Botanica (at the San Antonio Botanical Gardens) and at
Earth Day. Motion made and approved for TCMA to expend up to $100 per event for promotions for up to 3 events this
year. Joann notes that she currently has the karst groundwater model.
D. Educational Outreach Committee: Joann Deluna proposes to formation of an educational outreach committee, which
was approved. Joann and Julie Jenkins are assigned to this committee.
E. General Discussion: The Board feels that an individual to concentrate on grant writing such as part-time, paid executive
director position would be a useful addition. A grant writer who is paid a percentage of the money for successful grant
proposals is another possibility. More general discussion was held about how management contracts work and the need for
steady income that these contracts provide for future cave acquisition.
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Date: Tuesday, May 4, 2004 / Location: GRIN’s Restaurant in San Marcos

I.

Ezell’s Cave
The acquisition of this cave from the Nature Conservancy is soon to be finalized. A visit was held with members of the
Edward Aquifer Authority to view the property. It was found to be in good shape, and only occasional maintenance will
be required. John Cradit will continue to perform the management work. Visitation will be minimal due to environmental
sensitivities. The cave currently has a bat friendly gate. A habitat management plan is needed - Cradit will do this.
II. Godwin Ranch
TCMA is setting up a management agreement on this property until 2022. We will be receiving a trust of $120k, and cash
of $19k to manage the property through 2022. After 2022, we have an obligation to Thor’s Cave, but not to the rest of the
property. The value of the land is $80k-100k. A motion is made to proceed on this agreement and is approved .
III. Deep and Punkin Acquisition
Acquisition Committee: Geary S., Aimee B., Bill R.; Management Committee: New additions include Terry H., Ron R., and
Rune. Geary volunteers to coordinate. Fundraising Committee: Aimee B., Joe R., Joe M., Evelynn M., Sue S., and Terry
H.; Finance Committee: Tom, Joe, Aimee, Sue. It is agreed to combine the Acquisition and Finance committees.
The property needs to be surveyed - Kurt has a surveyor who can do this.
Geary and George report on a visitation of property on 5/1/04. 110 acres (about half) of the property were walked in a gridlike
fashion. The rest was walked in a more general way on Sunday. Nothing unusual was found except some misc. trash.
It was found that the toilet from the cabin just runs through a pipe and discharges onto the ground as there is no septic.
There is an accessible communal well on an adjacent property. Three new karst features found. It was determined that
there are no significant environmental issues with the property.
Joe R. reports that TSA is sending out a mailing on Saturday - Does TCMA want to include a page or two to report on the
property and the acquisition? - Aimee volunteers to help on this.
Linda reports that a person has come forward willing to match any donations made at the TSA Convention up to $10,000.
A discussion was held about setting up a credit card donation program and Sue and Joe R. present the various options available. Kurt moves to have Sue and Joe R. study the options and make a decision about the best choice. The motion was
approved. It was suggested that TCMA encourage grottos to pledge yearly donations for the next five years.
IV. Other Business and Reports
A. Membership Report
There are currently 114 members of which 62 are lifetime. It was recently found that TCMA’s 501c3 status has been suspended since 2000, however, this is being retroactively fixed and no problems are expected. This was probably due to a
change in address.
B. Donor Benefits
A discussion was held about benefits for large donors.Some options include lifetime membership for $10k+ or one year
for $100 or $1000.
C. Marshals Caves
ATVers are using the property and the neighbors are complaining about the noise. It is recommended to put up no trespassing signs for now.
D. Robber Baron
There has been too much rain to make any progress. Two weeks without rain are required to proceed with work in order to
give the ground time to dry. Also VIA is installing a bus stop at the south end of the property, tearing up the lawn.
Several TCMA members met with a San Antonio Water Systems representative. They can offer digging equipment to be
operated by our personnel (liability restrictions prevent them from using it in the sinkhole.) They can also haul the
dirt away. In exchange, SAWS wants educational access to the property (not to the cave). They may also be able to
provide money.
E. Web Page
Joe R. is currently redesigning the web page.
F. Financial Report
A balance sheet was distributed: - Total cash: $58,662.18; - Total assets: $332,200.00.
G. Misc. Items
A new TCMA brochure is nearly completed. A new management plan template for TCMA was distributed. Board members
are requested to inform Linda if they are going to NSS Convention so that TCMA can have a presence. Several people are
working on seeking out and writing grants. If you have any contacts for grants, let Linda know. Richard Wark is preparing
a poster board for TSA Convention about Deep & Punkin.
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The Board and Officers of the Texas Cave Management Association express their appreciation
to those who contributed to the TCMA in the past year:

Life members making generous donations:
Joann DeLuna
Carl Ponebshek
Bill Russell
Roy Wessell
New members:
Becky Jones
Chris Murray
Sammy & Susan Pizzo
Wesley Schumacher
Charles Shirley
Shannon Summers

Membership Renewals:
Eddie Baker
Jacqui Bills
James & Karen Clary
Rick Corbell
Bob Cowell
Jon Cradit
Mark Gee
Fran Hutchins
Logan McNatt
Joe & Evelynn Mitchell
Chris Murray
Geary & Sue Schindel &
family

Peter Sprouse
Bill Steele
Richard Wark
Roy Wessell
Welcome to the:
Baylor Univ. Outdoor Club
Sierra Club Foundation,
Austin Inner City Outings
As Institutional Members
Special thanks to
George Veni and Associates
For his Business Membership

Linda Palit
Julie Jenkins,
Aimee Beveridge
Tom Brown
Joann Deluna
Walter Feaster
Jay Jorden
Kurt Menking
Joe Mitchell
Bill Russell
Sue Schindel

Texas Cave Management Association, Inc.
PO Box 202853
Austin, TX 78720-2853
Email: tcma@cavetexas.org
Web Site: www.cavetexas.org/tcma

Board/President
Vice President
Board/Membership
Board
Board
Board
Board
Board
Board/Secretary/Passages
Board
Treasurer

MEMBERSHIP AND DONATION INFORMATION
The Texas Cave Management Association invites you to be part of a statewide conservation effort by participating as an active member. TCMA needs your generous contributions and your help in its management activities and for cave acquisition. Your contributions are tax deductible and are used to support caves, cave science, conservation, and
educational activities. Caves are a unique and non-renewable resource. We urge you to
join with the Texas Cave Management Association to protect our Texas caves and karst.

$15.00

Business: $100.00

Associate:

$10.00 (Students under 21)

Institutional: $50.00 (Non-profit)

Sustaining Contribution for lifetime members: $10.00

Name
Address
State
Phone#

E-mail
Zip

NSS#

Caver Level:
Katie Arens
Rick Corbell
Becky Jones
Joe & Evelynn Mitchell
Libby Overholt
Peter Sprouse
Richard Wark

2004 Officers and Board of Directors

TCMA welcomes and encourages cavers to become
new members. We have dedicated years of field work
and research to the preservation and protection of
caves for the caver, the community, and the future.

Regular:

Special thanks to our donors:
Explorer Level:
Logan McNatt
Geary & Sue Schindel &
family

Family: $22.50

Please send me TCMA
mailings including our
newsletter, the Passages.

City
Date

Make checks payable to: TCMA / Mail to: P.O. Box 202853, Austin, TX 78720-2853

TCMA DONATION LEVELS
Caver:
Explorer:
Trip Leader:
Patron:
Grand Patron:
Other $

$25
$100
$250
$500
$1000

Check to
specify donation for
Cave Acquisition Fund

Donations of Caver level
and above receive a free
TCMA T-shirt!

